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Dear editor,
Increase in maritime activities with exclusive economic zones leads to an increase in demands for
information security in maritime communication
networks. In maritime, all ships must install an
automatic identification system (AIS) to ensure
navigational safety, including eavesdropper ships
(ESs). Therefore, the navigation information of
the ships is easy for an operator to obtain via the
AIS. In the study of [1], the author proposed a
new AIS-based ad hoc network model and an AISbased ad hoc routing protocol for ship-to-ship and
ship-to-shore data communications. To enhance
the secrecy of wireless communications, physical
layer security (PLS) uses the characteristics of
wireless channels [2]. A relay-aided PLS is suited
for maritime networks. In [3], fountain code and
relay-aided PLS techniques were found to be suitable for wireless networks. In [4], the PLS in opportunistic relay selection networks over independent and identically distributed Rayleigh fading
channels was studied.
We propose a location-information-assisted secure transmission scheme in the space-ocean integrated network. The maritime network ensures
security by means of routing and the satellite provides maritime broadcast services. However, with
the aid of navigation information, we can use routing to avoid eavesdroppers. If interception by an
eavesdropper is unavoidable, the proposed scheme
can also limit the received information of eaves-

droppers by using power optimization, which reduces the amount of the received encoded packets
of eavesdroppers. In addition to power optimization, using multiple transmission links, the scheme
can also split the raw data into pieces and transmit it. If the eavesdropper is not able to intercept
all the transmission links, it cannot receive enough
encoded packets to recover the message.
Model. In this study, we consider a multi-user
maritime communication scenario. If two ships are
close enough, then device-to-device (D2D) communications are enabled. Under the proposed scenario, one high-tower base station (HBS), multiple relay ships (RSs), and a satellite (SAT) cooperatively provide the services for maritime user
ships. In particular, the SAT provides broadcast
services for user ships. However, the eavesdroppers
can also receive fountain packets from the SAT.
Thus, the network control center (NCC) executes
the transmission scheme and manages the control
signals. The NCC can obtain the AIS information and decoding situation of the user ship from
the AIS control center. According to the transmission scheme, the NCC selects a secure relay
link to transmit signals and plans the routing of
D2D communication. Afterward, the control signal of the D2D network and the AIS information
can also broadcast together via SAT. More details
of the system model are referenced in Appendix A.
Algorithm development.
The transmission
scheme can be divided into two phases: the re-
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laying phase and the D2D phase. In the model,
the relay links of HBS-RS are secured, and these
communication links therefore do not need to consider security capacity. Moreover, the optimization problem of the relay is divided into two subproblems (P1 and P2). The two subproblems are
solved as iterations between each other until the
result of the optimization problem converges. The
relay selection and power allocation are related to
the communication capacity and the security capacity of the relay link. The relay network is the
solution to the optimization problem below:
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obtaining the solution to the optimization problems, the optimization problems of the relay phase
are solved as iterations between the subproblems
until all of the results of the subproblems converge.
The solution process of the optimization problems
can be seen in Appendix C. The detailed iterative procedure of the relay phase is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
1: while User matrix U is not empty do
2:
Select N user ships from U ;
3:
Set U = U − U sel and xi,n = 0, ∀i, n;
4:
while xi,n , pi,n , pT,i converge, ∀i, n do
5:
for n = 1 to N do
6:
Update xi,n ;
7:
end for
8:
while pi,n , pT,i converge, ∀i, n do
9:
for i = 1 to I do
10:
for n = 1 to N do
11:
Update PT,i and Pi,n ;
12:
end for
13:
end for
14:
end while
15:
end while
16:
Update Ci,j ;
17:
if Ci,j > Cth then
18:
U not = U not + Uj ;
19:
end if
20: end while
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In addition, to assess the security standardization of the relay link, we define a standard. According to this standard of security, if the relay
link cannot ensure security, we will transmit only
one part of the fountain packets or refuse to transmit fountain packet to the user-ship. In this way,
the eavesdroppers cannot receive sufficient fountain packets to recover the original data. Thus,
the user ship can replenish the fountain packets
with the D2D optimization problem (P3):
P3 : max Fj,g

(3)

Pj,g

τ
pj,g ,
log2 (1 + κmj,g )
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The definitions of the notations in the optimization problems are presented in Appendix B. After

In Algorithm 1, U sel denotes the user ships selected from U in one relay transmission phase;
Cth shows the security standardization of the relay
link; U not denotes the user ships that cannot receive sufficient fountain packets in the relay phase.
Here, according to the D2D optimization problem
(P3), users (U not ) can replenish fountain packets.
Performance evaluation. In this section, the
simulation setup and simulation results are demonstrated for evaluating the proposed scheme. We
choose the AFbORS algorithm in [5] as the compared scheme. More details of simulation parameters are referenced in Appendix D. The number of
user ships is also a variable that ranges from 20 to
80. S denotes the number of ESs.
In Figure 1, we define a variable (DSAT ) to
denote the number of fountain code packets by
satellite broadcast. Figure 1(a) shows that the
intercept probability of the proposed scheme decreases about 77% compared to that of the AFbORS scheme. In addition, better communication
security performance is achieved when the number
of users increases. From Figure 1(b), the recovering proportion of the proposed scheme is lower
than that of the baseline scheme. If the satellite
only broadcasts a small number of fountain packets, the recovering proportion for eavesdroppers is
less than 0.07. Figure 1(c) shows that the proposed scheme has a higher transmission efficiency
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) Intercept probability comparison between the proposed scheme and baseline schemes;
(b) comparison of recovering proportion for eavesdroppers between the proposed scheme and baseline schemes; (c) transmission efficiency comparison between the proposed scheme and baseline schemes; (d) comparison of secrecy capacity for
user ships between the proposed scheme and baseline schemes.

than other schemes. In the proposed scheme, the
user can effectively choose to route to acquire sufficient fountain coded packets by the location information from the AIS system, which effectively
improves transmission efficiency of the HBS. In
Figure 1(d), the secrecy capacity of the proposed
scheme achieves approximately 32% improvement
compared to the baseline scheme.
Conclusion. We propose a scheme that presents
a maritime wireless network transmission scheme
in the integrated maritime-satellite networks. The
scheme dynamically uses routing to avoid eavesdropping. According to the location information
from AIS, to ensure that the eavesdropper cannot receive enough fountain packets to recover the
original data, the transmitter selects multiple communication links and then optimizes the transmitting power. The simulation results show that the
proposed scheme achieves better performance in
both security and efficiency.
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